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***Ebook Tops BESTSELLER IN THREE CATEGORIES***In his groundbreaking first book,

Your Soul’s Plan: Discovering the Real Meaning of the Life You Planned Before You Were Born,

Robert Schwartz brought the concept of pre-birth planning into the mainstream. In his second

book, Your Soul’s Gift: The Healing Power of the Life You Planned Before You Were Born, he

dove even deeper by examining the pre-birth planning of other common life challenges. Now, in

his third book, Your Soul’s Love, he explores the pre-birth planning of challenges related to

romantic relationships or their absence: infidelity; impotence; raising children alone after the

death of one’s partner; being single; and celibate relationships. Working again with several

gifted mediums and channels, and this time incorporating the Between Lives Soul Regressions

he does as a skilled hypnotist, Schwartz brings forth great wisdom and love from "the other

side" to explain why we plan such experiences before we are born.Through the stories in Your

Soul’s Love you can:-Cultivate greater love and respect for both your partner and yourself-

Empathize more deeply with your partner-Forgive your partner and yourself for any pain

caused, thus healing your relationship-See how your romantic relationship fosters your and

your partner’s evolution-Replace resistance and suffering with abiding joy and peace

"Your Soul's Love is a stirring account of spiritual adventures. These open a new doorway, not

only into the prospect of an afterlife but also into our most intimate, human selves. I have heard

many of these same kinds of accounts from my own patients."-Dr. Raymond Moody, Jr., author

of Life After Life and Making Sense of Nonsense"In Your Soul's Love Rob Schwartz takes the

reader on an extraordinary journey into the pre-birth planning of intimate relationships.

Schwartz, a caring and compassionate guide, shares the experiences of individuals he has

worked with. Through their encounters with spirit guides, and using insights gained in Between

Lives Soul Regressions, he helps us see that the challenges we encounter in our love

relationships are intentional and serve the soul in its evolution. This book will challenge the way

you see your intimate relationships, and it will invite you to consider how these relationships

are calling you to heal, claim your power, and step into the fullness of your being."-Patricia

Pearce, author of Beyond Jesus: My Spiritual Odyssey"Rob Schwartz is a pioneer in pre-birth

planning, a field supported by a growing body of clinical and experiential evidence. This

concept can answer tough questions and assist challenges experienced by many people. In

Your Soul's Love he addresses life issues that cause significant searching, struggling, and

suffering. Rob's natural curiosity, deep caring, clinical experience, and obvious intelligence are

evident in this easy-to-read and interesting book. Kudos for another important work!"- Mark

Pitstick MA, DC, SoulProof.com, SoulPhone.org"Many years ago I was engrossed by Robert

Schwartz's first book, Your Soul's Plan, and I am equally fascinated by his latest book, Your

Soul's Love. I was intrigued by the soul's pre-life decisions to experience common situations

from infidelity to loneliness to impotence, the reasons for these decisions, and the learnings

that came from them. Read this book if you can."-Diana Cooper, angel and Archangel channel,

author of Birthing a New Civilization: Transition to the New Golden Age in 2032"Gripping

stories and brilliant examples make this a constant page-turner. It is fascinating to discover how

one's soul sees today's life challenges from a broader perspective and in a higher light."-Owen

Waters, author of The Shift: The Revolution in Human Consciousness.--This text refers to the

paperback edition.About the AuthorRobert Schwartz is a hypnotist who offers Between Lives



Soul Regressions (BLSRs) to help people heal and understand their life plan. In a BLSR you

can speak directly with the Council of Elders, wise, loving, and highly evolved beings who can

tell you what you planned for your current lifetime and why, how well you're fulfilling your plan,

and how you may better fulfill your plan. Robert's first book, Your Soul's Plan: Discovering the

Real Meaning of the Life You Planned Before You Were Born, explores the pre-birth planning

of physical illness, having disabled children, deafness, blindness, drug addiction, alcoholism,

the death of a loved one, and accidents. His second book, Your Soul's Gift: The Healing Power

of the Life You Planned Before You Were Born, explores the pre-birth planning of spiritual

awakening, miscarriage, abortion, suicide, caregiving, sexuality, adoption, having pets, poverty,

mental illness, and other life challenges and experiences. Robert's books have been translated

into 25 languages. He teaches internationally on the subject of pre-birth planning at such

venues as The United Nations, Kripalu, 1440 Multiversity, and Hollyhock. For more information

visit Robert online at www.yoursoulsplan.com or write to him directly at

rob.schwartz@yoursoulsplan.com. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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WHEN I WAS forty, my life was profoundly unfulfilling. I found the corporate work I was doing to

be bland and devoid of any deeper meaning. Although I longed for a romantic relationship, I

was unable to manifest one. I was drifting through life seemingly rudderless, going through the

motions, each new day as empty and uninspiring as the previous. I wondered why I was here

on Earth. I had no idea of either the answer to that question or how to find it. At times I wished I

could go Home.In my search for meaning, I had my first session ever with a psychic medium.

She channeled my spirit guides, who told me I had planned my greatest challenges for the

purpose of spiritual growth before I was born. Shortly thereafter I met a woman who is able to

channel her own soul. In some fifteen hours of channeling, her soul told me in detail how the

pre-birth planning process works. The resonance I felt with the concept of pre-birth planning

was clear, strong, and undeniable.At about the same time, I had what is known as a spiritually

transformative experience. One day, as I was doing nothing more than walking down the street,

I felt pure, overwhelming, unconditional love for every person I saw. This love was

fundamentally different from the love one might feel for a parent, child, or romantic partner; it

was a divine, transcendent, all-encompassing, totally immersive, limitless love. I understood

intuitively that this experience was a gift from my soul saying to me, “This love is who you really

are.”I decided to leave the corporate world and write books about why we plan our biggest

challenges before coming into body. In the years that followed, I wrote Your Soul’s Plan, Your

Soul’s Gift, and the book you are now reading. The life that has emerged from the writing of

these books is so deeply fulfilling and uniquely “me” that it would have been beyond my wildest

imagination or ability to comprehend when I was forty. Equally important, the research I did for

the books taught me that human suffering is not random, arbitrary, or purposeless; rather, it is

rich with meaning. That understanding created a deep healing for me. My hope and intention

are that it creates a similar healing for you.It is important to understand there is not just one

truncated, linear, concretized life plan—a Plan A so to speak—for each person’s life. There is a

Plan A, but there is also a Plan B, C, D, E, and on and on . . . so many plans that full

comprehension is beyond the capacity of the human brain. These additional plans are the

soul’s accounting for the many and various free will choices that can be made by the incarnate

human. Each of us has free will, and it is our free will that makes the Earth school a truly

meaningful experience. Without free will we would be nothing more than automatons, in which

case no true learning would occur or even be possible.Plan A is the highest vibrational plan;

that is, a life in which the personality (a portion of the soul’s energy in a physical body) makes

the most loving decisions possible in each moment. In this case there is no vibrational

difference between the personality and the soul. In essence, the soul is fully inhabiting the

body and living that lifetime without the dilution or alteration created by the ego or smaller self.

Saints and masters may execute this plan, but the rest of us will invariably make at least some

and usually many unloving decisions. Although unloving decisions can cause pain for self and

others, they also result—if we live life consciously—in healing, expansion, and a greatly

enhanced capacity to love. It is for this reason that making mistakes is not a “bad” thing. In fact,

we came here to do just that. Our mistakes are our growth, and our growth is our service to the

world and our fellow humans.Presence and acceptance/gratitude is the divine combination that



allows us to enact our higher vibrational pre-birth plans. When you are fully present to and

grateful for or at least accepting of whatever arises in your experience, you tap into the

Universe’s field of infinite potentiality. That is, your presence and acceptance/gratitude give the

Universe an energetic Yes!: a yes to healing; a yes to deeper understanding; a yes to guidance,

abundance, health, spiritual clarity, and creative solutions for the highest good of all.Giving that

energetic Yes! to life requires faith and trust in the goodness of life and the Universe. We can

cultivate faith and trust in several ways; one of the most important and helpful is through a felt

knowing that the challenges we planned before birth are rich with meaning and purpose.

Ultimately, this book is intended to be a pathway to that felt knowing.Those of you who receive

my email newsletter (which I invite you to sign up for at www.yoursoulsplan.com) know I have

been publishing channelings done by my wife, Liesel. She channels a collective of wise, loving,

deeply caring, nonphysical beings who are in a state of unity consciousness and whom we

affectionately call the Beings of Light. They said the following to me about pre-birth plans:We

are enamored of bringing together the practice of present moment awareness with your

work.When viewed from a mental level, these things can seem contradictory; however, they are

not necessarily so. The way in which presence (which is being present in the now moment and

in a state of acceptance of, or gratitude for, what ‘is’ in the now moment) plays out in pre-birth

planning is that it allows the highest version of the pre-birth plans to become the working

version.We have described previously that to put our language into the English language is like

trying to take an infinite number of words and distill it into some hundred words. Similarly, pre-

birth planning contains within it an essentially infinite number of permutations of actual

plans. This can seem contradictory to the human mind—as though this is not planning at all if

there are an infinite number of possibilities—but We assure you that this is still a kind of

planning.The plans themselves all fall under what We refer to as a probabilistic,

multidimensional curve form. For purposes of visualization, a simplified version of what We

mean by a multidimensional curve form is that which is shown to you within mathematics and

statistics as a bell curve.There are pre-birth plans that are very likely courses of events, and

there are pre-birth plans that are on the far fringes of the bell curve. For many individuals,

presence and truly deep connection with their souls may be on the far fringes of the bell curve

of possibility; however, this would indeed be the highest alignment pre-birth plan that could be

chosen in any given moment.So, within the bell curve of possibilities there are pre-birth plan

choices that could be made that make the Universe ‘sing’ more than other choices. All choices

ultimately lead to learning and enlightenment, but some paths are far less circuitous than

others.The paths that are chosen that are in greatest alignment with the deepest Self, with

Presence and Spirit and Consciousness, are those paths that are most direct and therefore

least circuitous.In other words, the vast majority of what is planned is set up as a possibility or

probability, not a certainty. Life plans are fluid, fractal, and organic. Whether or not a particular

plan actualizes depends upon the free-will decisions of the individual, the vibration of the

individual in the current now moment, and the external events/free will decisions made by

seemingly separate “others.” To the extent one is fully present, the highest vibrational plan

naturally emerges and can be actualized on the Earth plane. This version of the life plan is the

least arduous and painful path to both self-realization and profound service as well as deep joy

and fulfillment.This book is the third in a series that examines the pre-birth planning of major

life challenges. In the pages ahead we will look at the soul-level planning of challenges that

occur in, and also in the absence of, romantic relationships. As with my previous two books,

healing insight and enlightening information are gleaned from talking with wise,

compassionate, nonphysical beings through mediums and channels. Barbara Brodksy



channels Aaron (an ascended master) as well as The Divine Mother, a blending of the highest

feminine consciousnesses (Mother Mary, Quan Yin, and others) in our universe. Corbie Mitleid

channels a person’s soul or higher self. Staci Wells channels her spirit guide. Pamela Kribbe

channels Jesus, who uses his given Hebrew name, Jeshua.Much additional wisdom is derived

from past life regression and from Between Lives Soul Regression or BLSR, the form of

hypnosis in which I specialize. In this form one can speak directly with very highly evolved

nonphysical beings (often referred to as the Council of Elders) who know what was planned for

the current lifetime and why, how one is doing in terms of fulfilling one’s plans, and how one

may better fulfill one’s plans. A BLSR contains an abbreviated past life regression.May you see

yourself and your life reflected in the pages ahead. May the wisdom and healing found by these

courageous souls become your wisdom and healing.CHAPTER 1InfidelitySURVEYS

INDICATE THAT ALMOST ONE in every five adults in monogamous relationships has cheated

on the partner. Nearly half of all people admit to being unfaithful at some point in their lives. If

discovered, infidelity can destroy trust and breed suspicion, confusion, rage, and feelings of

betrayal and perhaps inadequacy. The unfaithful partner may be racked with guilt and even self-

loathing. Bonds of love that took years to grow can dissolve overnight.Given the prevalence of

infidelity, to me it seems likely it is often planned before birth. Yet, why would any soul want to

be betrayed? Why would another soul agree to be the betrayer? How can evolution be served

by such a painful experience? And how can an understanding of one’s pre-birth plan be used

to foster healing in the wake of the devastation created by infidelity? To explore these and other

questions, I spoke with Tricia about the betrayal she experienced in her marriage.TriciaSeventy

years old at the time of our conversation, Tricia began by telling me how she and Bob, her now-

deceased husband, had connected on their first date when both were in their early thirties.“We

just couldn’t stop finding out about each other,” she recalled. “The restaurant where we had

dinner closed, so we walked and walked and talked and laughed until the middle of the night. It

was like I found home. This man—his exuberance and his light-heartedness! We were looking

at the stars, and he asked if he could kiss me. Of course, my goodness I said ‘Yes.’ My knees

buckled! I felt faint. I had never felt anything like it. It was this feeling of I know this person. After

that first date, we were together.” Tricia and Bob married four months later.“Nothing bothered

us,” Tricia told me. “On our honeymoon in Hawaii somebody stole all our money out of our

room, and we just laughed about it.”For the next seventeen years Tricia and Bob enjoyed

marital harmony. The relationship was everything Tricia had ever hoped for and more. Then,

abruptly, something changed.“Bob came home from a conference, and he was telling me about

this woman, Claire, he had met. I had heard her name from some of his colleagues and that

she was this beautiful, young, athletic, single girl. Bob was all delighted because he had gotten

a note from Claire. I said, ‘Why would Claire write you a note?’ He snapped at me—he’d never

done that before—said ‘I don’t know,’ jumped up off the couch and stomped away.“There were

many other hints, and one of them was very blatant. His clothing was soiled from an

ejaculation. In my innocence and love for him, I remember doing the wash and thinking, ‘I hope

he’s OK. I won’t say anything because I don’t want to embarrass him.’ That’s how naïve I

was.”Tricia began having a recurring nightmare in which Bob was with Claire. In the dream he

told Tricia, “I’m leaving. I don’t love you anymore. I love her.” When Tricia told Bob about the

dream, he said, “I’m so sorry you’re going through that,” but he did not say there was no reason

for it.“There was one time when Bob came home from one of these meetings where Claire was

a participant, and he reached to kiss me. He smelled like perfume. I backed up and said,

‘That’s disgusting! What is it?’ He made up a story about having gone out to dinner with friends

and the waitress hugging him.”Not long thereafter, Bob, who was unhappy in his job, told Tricia



that he’d like to move to Oregon. She agreed. After the move he found a new job that was to

his liking. Ten years passed, years in which “we recaptured the fairy tale,” as Tricia put it. During

this time period the troubling hints were seemingly forgotten.Then one evening Bob was writing

in his journal while Tricia prepared for bed. “I felt this flush of emotion come over me,” Tricia

said. “It was from my gut. I started breathing heavy. Bob said, ‘Are you OK?’ I said, ‘No, I’m not!’

The voice coming out of me was very unlike my own. I said, ‘I’m feeling so much anger. I need

you to do something for me. I want you to tell me everything you did with Claire.’ Now, this was

ten years later. We hadn’t even discussed Claire; she was long gone. I had no idea why I was

saying this. It was like being in a play where you have to say certain words. Bob’s eyes popped!

He dropped his journal, looked stricken, and said, ‘We kissed a little.’ I threw the phone at him

and hit him in the face.”Bob then admitted that he had a year-long affair with Claire.“I fell to the

floor,” Tricia continued. “I thought I would die! We went on with this conversation through the

whole night. I was so sick that I was throwing up. I was yelling words I had never used in my

life. I could see the impact on his face. I heard a voice in my mind that said, ‘Hold him. Just love

him,’ but I ignored it. Bob dissolved in regret and remorse.”Tricia yelled at Bob night after night,

week after week. “Tricia, what do you want from me?” he would ask her. “I want you to die!” she

would shout in response.Six months later Bob started to feel unwell. A biopsy showed that he

had the most aggressive form of prostate cancer. He was given three months to live.Putting

aside her anger, Tricia moved a hospice bed into the living room so Bob could watch TV and

look at birds through the window. She slept on a pad at the foot of his bed. “I did everything for

him—cared for him, bathed him, tried to get him to eat.” They looked at old photos, watched

movies, and talked about the happiest times in their relationship. They also found a way to

heal.“We went back in our memory and changed things to the way we hoped they would have

been. We said to each other what should have been said then. We pretended that Bob had just

come home from work. He’d then tell me that he had been tempted by this girl. We actually had

the conversation that would have saved us at the time. It was like redoing the mistakes. It was

so powerful because each time we did that it took away the sting.” Gradually, subtly, Tricia felt

her anger dissolving.“I told Bob—and I was telling the truth—that I had found complete

forgiveness. And I saw in him something I had never seen elsewhere in my life—unconditional

love, absolute unconditional love, for me.”Then, three months after his diagnosis, Bob died.“He

lives in my heart,” Tricia said softly. “I know he’s there. I hear him. Sometimes I hear his voice.

Sometimes it’s just a feeling.”Prior to this conversation, Tricia had said she believes Bob’s affair

with Claire was planned by all of them before this lifetime began.“Tricia,” I asked, “what is your

understanding of why each of you wanted to have this experience?”“Bob felt—he mentioned it

—that this lifetime was for him to stand up for himself and say no when he should, to not be

manipulated by another person,” she explained. I wondered if Bob now felt that he had failed in

this lesson. Would he plan another lifetime to “get it right”?“For myself,” Tricia said, “I came here

to learn unconditional love. Bob was my greatest teacher. Through him I learned what

unconditional love is. When I was young, I stomped on hearts. I would break up with men, or I

would have an affair—and once with a married man. I didn’t understand the pain I was causing.

The greatest lesson was to learn the cruelties that can happen when you do something without

thinking of others.“For Claire, I actually spoke to her several times. She said she felt a victim to

life and that the only way she could not be a victim was to seduce people—men and women,

family members—into doing her bidding, which would make her feel confident and powerful.

She probably came here wanting to overcome the feeling that the world is against her. When

we first spoke, I don’t think she had overcome that yet. I last talked to her a few years ago; she

was much wiser and was very kind to me.“The healing that has come through this—I don’t



know how to explain how powerful this is because it changed all our lives.”“Tricia, some people

who read this chapter will have been hurt by a partner who had an affair. They may be in the

most acute part of the pain. They could read your words and think, ‘It sounds like she’s saying

it’s OK my partner cheated on me because we planned it, but I don’t feel that way. I’m in agony!

I’m furious!’ What would you say to them?”“When I was in the midst of all this,” Tricia replied, “I

don’t know if there was anything that could have convinced me this was not the most horrible,

tragic thing ever. If it were a movie, it would be a tragedy—but the ending would be

transformational.”Tricia’s comment echoed what I had seen in my clients who had healed from

their greatest challenges. In the middle of the experience, it’s important and necessary to

acknowledge, honor, and fully feel one’s pain. Years later, those who had the courage to do so

spoke of how vital the life challenge had been in their evolution.Tricia then surprised me with

this revelation: Bob had once told her that the possibility of an affair with Claire had been

planned by all of them before they were born.“When did he say that?” I asked.“In his hospice

bed, a few days before his passing.”“How did he come to that awareness?”“He would go to

what he called ‘the other side.’ When he would come back, his eyes would shine and he would

say he was told we plan our lives, that we write a script to face things to grow spiritually but that

we have free will in how we respond.”I asked Tricia if there was anything else she’d like to say

to someone who’s in pain because the partner has had an affair.“I know just how that person

feels. What I said to myself the whole time—the words were comforting—was that he didn’t do

it because he doesn’t love me. It had only to do with his own weaknesses, not because he

doesn’t love me, not because he’s trying to hurt me, not because he’s not a good person.

Realize that you’re still the same person your partner loves, and your partner is still the same

person you love.”Tricia’s Past Life Soul RegressionTo determine if Tricia, Bob, and Claire had

planned Bob’s extramarital affair before they were born, Tricia and I began with a Past Life Soul

Regression. I guided Tricia through the usual relaxation steps, then down a stairway and into

the Hall of Records. She moved slowly along the hallway until a particular door captured her

attention. I prompted her to step through the doorway and into the past life that lay behind

it.“Are you outside or inside?” I asked.“Inside. It’s a café with chairs and round tables, spacious,

with counters and people behind the counters. It’s day. There’s light coming through the

window. I’m alone. It’s stuffy, warm. It smells rank—cigarette smoke.“I have high heels on.

They’re plain, not terribly attractive. I’m wearing nylon stockings, a skirt—I can feel the hemline

—and a brownish woman’s jacket with a very bright red blouse. They’re nice daytime work

clothes. The skirt matches the jacket. I have fingernail polish on, a bracelet on my right arm,

and a ring on my left hand. It’s a gold band with another ring beside it—looks like a small stone

chip—very small.”I asked Tricia to visualize a mirror in front of her face. “What do you notice

about your reflection?”“I’m a young woman, very attractive, red lipstick. I have a hat on. I have

shoulder-length dark wavy hair and very light skin. I’m small and slim.”“Allow the mirror to

dissolve,” I said gently. “What are you doing right now?”“I’m looking at the tables. I feel very

emotional, nervous, unhappy, scared. Somebody’s gonna be there. I’m meeting them. I have a

purse on my right arm. I’m opening it to get a handkerchief. Occasionally people walk by the

window. A man with a hat walks by. There’s a newspaper on the counter. I’m walking very

slowly, stopping, looking—I’m nervous. There’s a room divider, a lady sitting on a high stool, a

little farther two men drinking something.“It’s very quiet. A man is walking up to the door.”“Is he

the person you’re meeting?”“No.”“Does the person you’re meeting ever show up?”Tricia was

quiet as she allowed the scene to progress.“No.”“How do you feel when this person doesn’t

show up?”“Horrible!” she replied, pain in her voice. “Betrayed. Abandoned. Very sad. Very

sad.”“Do you know who you were going to meet?”“Somebody very important to me.” She began



to cry. “It’s . . . my husband. This was his way of telling me that if he didn’t come, he wouldn’t be

back. I know it now. I know it now. I am sure of it. I hoped so, so much.”“Tricia, I want you to

sense the energy of the man who didn’t show up. Is your husband in that lifetime someone who

is or was in your current life?”“Yes,” she said, her voice quivering. “It was Bob. My Bob.” She

started to sob.“Allow any emotion that comes up to flow through you, knowing that tears are

healing and cleansing to your soul,” I suggested.We paused for a few moments as the tears

flowed. When Tricia’s crying subsided, I advanced her to the next scene in that lifetime.“There’s

a sidewalk, trees—beautiful, almost park-like,” she described, now suddenly cheerful, “a very

nice day. I’m walking, feeling happy, breathing the air. There’s a young boy on a bicycle ahead

of me. I wave at the boy. I know him. He’s my child.”I asked if she knew whether the boy’s father

is the same man who had not shown up at the café.“He’s not the same man,” she said with

certainty. “It’s a very different feeling.” Often, people have such feeling-knowing of certain facts

in their regression. It’s the same type of knowing we experience when not in body and Home is

on the other side.“I’m young and healthy,” she continued. “I feel like I’m maybe thirty. I’m

married to the boy’s father. Now I’m hugging the boy. Then he gets back on his bike. He’s

ahead of me now. There’s a dog running in the grass. There’s a building up ahead that I’m

walking toward a big brick building, like an office or college building. I feel very contented, very

happy, happy to be with the boy.“I’m going into the building. I’m meeting my husband. I walk

through the doors. Double doors—big, gold, very large handles. The floor inside is polished tile.

The boy leaves his bicycle outside and comes with me. I hold his hand. We’re walking in a

hallway. There’s a man”—she was now laughing joyfully—“my husband. The boy runs into his

arms. I feel very happy.“My husband is holding my waist. He’s grabbing a jacket, putting it on.

Now we’re walking down the hall. He’s holding my hand. We go out the door, and my son gets

his bike. We walk back down the path I came up.”“Tricia,” I said, “let’s trust that your guides and

soul have brought you to this scene for a reason. What do you need to know about the scene

you’re being shown?”“I feel so blessed. Something very bad happened, and I got through it.

That’s why I feel so blessed.”“Is the bad thing that happened was that your first husband left

you?”“Yes.” With this Tricia began to cry again. “I’m sure.”“Is there more for you to experience

here, or are you ready to move ahead?”“I’m ready.”“On the count of three,” I instructed, “you will

automatically move forward to the next significant scene or event in the life you are now

experiencing. One . . . two . . . and three! Where are you are now, and what is happening?”“I’m

quite old now, at least sixty. I’m in my house in my bedroom. I’m alone. I feel tired and weak. I’m

cold, but I can’t pull the blanket over me. I can’t move. My eyes are closed.”I asked Tricia if she

knew whether this was the last day of that lifetime.“I believe so.”“Do you feel complete with this

scene or is there more for you to experience here?”“I feel very complete with that life. I’m ready

to move on.”“Whenever you are ready,” I said, “let the life you have been examining come to a

close. Your soul knows exactly what happens at the ending of a life. Your soul knows how to

exit out of a physical body when a life has been completed.“You have just died and are moving

away from the physical body. You have been through this experience many times before, and

you feel no physical pain or discomfort. As you move out of the body, you will be able to

continue to talk to me and answer my questions because you are now in touch with your inner,

true self—your soul. Feel your mind expanding into the highest levels of your being.“We are

now going to a place of expanded awareness as you move upward into the loving realm of an

all-knowing, spiritual power. Even though you are only at the gateway to this beautiful realm,

your soul can feel the joy at being released. Everything will become very familiar to you as we

progress further, because this peaceful realm embodies an all-knowing acceptance. Now, as I

count to three out loud, I want you to silently ask your spirit guide to appear when I reach the



count of three. One . . . two . . . three! Describe the look and/or feel of your guide.”“A beautiful

light,” Tricia observed, a note of awe in her voice. “A woman—feels very feminine and

light.”“Ask your guide to give you a name to call her.”“Reeding.”“Ask Reeding why you were

shown that particular past life and what is important for you to understand about it.”Tricia then

relayed to me the conversation that unfolded in her mind as I prompted her to ask a series of

questions.Reeding:You took things too seriously in that lifetime. You found great joy when you

let go.Tricia:What was my plan with Bob and Claire in my current lifetime? Why did we create

that plan?Reeding:You were to know and experience unconditional love.Tricia:Who was I to

feel it for?Reeding:Bob.Tricia:Did Bob agree to play the role he played to give me the

opportunity to know unconditional love?Reeding:Most definitely.Tricia:How am I doing with

learning this lesson?Reeding:Splendidly, though you still take yourself too seriously. Do not be

afraid you will backtrack.Tricia:Are there other reasons I planned to experience betrayal by

Bob?Reeding:Forgiveness.Tricia:In the past life I saw, did I die without having completely

forgiven my first husband [Bob]?Reeding:Yes.Tricia:What else can I do to come to a place in

my current lifetime of complete forgiveness and unconditional love?Reeding:Stop resisting who

you truly are. The jealousy you still feel brings guilt. The guilt makes you unaccepting of your

true self, your true nature.Tricia:How can I release the jealousy and guilt?Reeding:You’ve taken

it too seriously. Learn from Bob, who was a teacher of lightheartedness. You came here [to

Earth] with a playful heart. You came here to play. You came here to be happy. You allowed

yourself to believe that was not right. You allowed yourself to believe that was not the real you.

This is a learned behavior.Tricia:How can I unlearn this?Reeding:Remember how to play.

Remember who you were as a child. Bob came to teach you that. He was a teacher of

playfulness. Remember how much fun it can be to play.Tricia:I want to know if Bob is OK, if he

loves me where he is, if he’s happy, and if he loves me like he did when he was

here.Reeding:He’s doing very well . . . and he adores you.Tricia:When will I see him? Am I

doing the right things in this life to be ready to be with him?Reeding:Bob wants you to live life

and to be alive while alive. You will see him again. You will be with him. And yes, he wants that,

too.With this Tricia told me that she felt complete in talking with Reeding. I began the process

of bringing her out of trance: “We ask that all vows and promises tied to the past life we just

examined that no longer serve be released and nullified.”“Tricia, I would like you to place in

your conscious memory all that you have seen and experienced. All the thoughts, feelings, and

awareness that you have gained today will continue to be useful and empower you in your

current life, both consciously and unconsciously. You will now gain a sense of renewed energy

and purpose. Allow this all-knowing knowledge to settle calmly within your conscious mind in

proper perspective.“As I count slowly from one to ten, I’d like you to come back into the room

today with your eyes open, feeling awake and alert and able to continue to process this

experience. The healing, understanding, and good work you have accomplished today will

remain etched in your super-conscious mind and will be reflected in your choices, actions, and

self-concept from this day forward.” I then counted slowly from one to ten, increasing the

volume and firmness of my voice with each count.“Tricia, take a moment now to stretch, orient,

and ground yourself. When you’re ready to discuss the experience, let me know.”We sat in

silence for a few moments.“Oh, my goodness!” she suddenly announced. “It was very

emotional and releasing. I feel much lighter,” she said with a laugh. “And I was so struck by the

woman I was looking at in the mirror—how much resemblance there was to myself as a young

woman!”I asked Tricia what she gained most from the experience.“Number one was Bob. In the

last part when I was talking with Reeding, I felt Bob so strongly and so lovingly. That was the

absolute, healing part.”“What else do you feel came from this session?”“When I experienced



being stood up, it felt very familiar to me—the same anger and hurt I felt when I found that Bob

had chosen that relationship with Claire.”Tricia’s pre-birth plan with Bob and Claire had thus

allowed her to recreate the same feelings of abandonment and betrayal that she had not been

able to heal in the past life. As souls we often choose to relive a particular experience or

emotion in order to master it in the current lifetime.“Also,” Tricia continued, “I saw how hard I am

on myself. I’ve been wearing a hair shirt, so to speak. I’m hard on myself when it does nothing

but harm. I saw so much good humor from Reeding. I didn’t expect that at all. It feels like being

forgiven by God.“I feel like I’ve been given permission from the ethers—maybe self-permission

—to be happy.”Tricia’s Between Lives Soul RegressionTricia’s Past Life Soul Regression had

given us some insight into the plan for her current lifetime. To gain greater insight, Tricia and I

did a Between Lives Soul Regression (BLSR). A BLSR contains an abbreviated past life

regression, but that portion of Tricia’s BLSR is not relevant to the topic of infidelity and so has

been omitted here.After I guided Tricia through the initial parts of the regression, she described

what she experienced as her consciousness returned to her nonphysical Home.“I see an

opening ahead of me,” she began. “It’s light blue. I move through it and am in an open space.

There are three beings at a table. They’re dressed in something that looks like translucent

gowns. There’s a light coming from their bodies. They have hoods over their heads.“One of

them is getting up. It’s a man. He is walking toward me. He’s very beautiful: sleek, soft skin,

large blue eyes. He’s human but doesn’t look quite human. He walks over to me. He’s holding

my hand, looking at me.”“How does it feel to be in his presence?”“Pure, pure love.” She

sounded blissful.“Ask him if he has a name we should use.”“Milton.”“Tricia, I’d like you to ask

Milton if he has any particular message for you.”“All I feel is love. I don’t hear words. I just get

feelings.”“I’d like you to ask Milton if we may question him and the other beings there.”“He says

yes. He’s walking me to the table with the others. The others are rising. There are white chairs

around the table. The table is also white. I can see the other two beings now. They look very

much like him, only one is female. The other is male. They’re telling me their names. The

female is Entera, and the other is Jonah. Jonah is walking away. I don’t know why. Milton is

offering me a chair. Entera is on the other side. We’re sitting now.”I prompted Tricia to ask if

Milton and Entera are her Council of Elders.“Milton says they’re only part of the Council. There

are nine others. They are present, but I don’t see them. Now Milton is putting his hands on the

table. Entera puts her hands on his, and my hands are on top of theirs. Milton explains that this

bonds us for conversation and makes conversation clearer so I can understand.”“Tricia, ask

Milton, Entera, and the rest of your Council why you came to Earth in your current lifetime.

What did you hope to accomplish?”“Milton says that I very much wanted to address

abandonment, and that it was agreed—Oh! Bob is here! Bob is here! Bob is here!” she

announced excitedly. “Bob is walking up to me with Jonah.” She began to cry softly. “Bob is

dressed just like they are. He puts his hands on mine, and I smile. He sits at a chair on the

opposite side. He’s so full of love. There are other beings walking with Jonah to the table. I feel

overcome.”I then prompted Tricia to question Bob and the Council. She relayed to me the

responses she heard.
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Kim, “Profound and Inspiring. Another fascinating and profound book by Robert Schwartz.

Having read his first two books "Your Soul's Path" & "Your Soul's Gift", I was anxiously awaiting

his next and he did not disappoint. Much like in the first 2 books, he uses hypnosis and talented

mediums to connect with the a person's Guides, Higher Self and even a Council of wise Souls

who advise and explain in detail why the humans focused on had the challenges they had

during their current incarnation. The first individual experienced the pain and heartache of a

cheating husband. The 2nd story was about a tragic loss of a loving and caring husband after

the birth of their son and he ends the book delving into the reasons why two people would

choose and tolerate a celibate marriage. Each case is dissected with care and compassion as

the reader gets a glimpse of the pre life planning sessions of the individuals and the past lives

that are at play influencing their current life. I can't give Robert enough praise for his

groundbreaking works. This information certainly isn't for everyone, but for those who are

ready, it can be transforming. Each book stands alone, however, each also builds upon each

other to gain a more comprehensive and meaningful perspective of why we chose to be

Humans in the first place”

Todd Lindstrom, “Wow!! What a great encouraging book to read!! :o). I bought this 3rd book

after purchasing the first 2 books a few years ago and was so fascinating by what Robert wrote

about how we planned our soul plans before we were born. And why we wanted to experience

this challenge in our lives. This 3rd book is amazing and an eye opener for me, there were a

few things that I've been struggling in my life for a long time & has helped me to be open

minded. And how to be a better, loving person today than before. :o) Christa (I am using my

hubby's account.)”

Valerie BE, “Deep, Soul-Level Assurance. A new book from Rob Schwartz is always an

occasion to celebrate. His two earlier books, 'Your Soul's Plan' and 'Your Soul's Gift' are

among my favorite and most-reread resources.These books demonstrate the purpose behind



the challenges and difficulties we face. They offer context for why our problems exist and what

we can do to make them meaningful. Understanding from the soul level, we see how they

encourage and even galvanize us to take a higher perspective on what's going on.'Your Soul's

Love' focuses on love relationships. When these don't go as we think they should, larger

issues of the heart and spirit are at work. Rob's cases offer understanding as to what these

may be and why they are important. I recommend all Rob's books highly, for the peace of

heart they convey.”

Kaky, “You will remember. This follow up book to A SOULS PLAN and A SOULS GIFT is

absolutely amazing. I hope Rob continues to write follow up books on this topic. When you

read any of his books you get the feeling that you remember some of the plans that he so

vividly describes. If you let yourself remember you may also realize why parts of your life

happened as they did. His books are easily read and filled with stories that you may be able to

relate to. You will feel as though Rob is your friend, explaining along with the mediums some of

the things that may have happened before you were born. I’m my case he has helped me

retrieve missing puzzle pieces that are part of the whole. Thank you Rob for taking the time to

write these books.”

UnimPeachable, “fine fine book w original ideas never heard medium Robs books. Just

sensational addition to reincarnation paradigm of which i’m long time believer in but this wrinkle

makes it so much more enticing pf idea as it’s most sensible way to see plans for learning on

earth as a “school for souls” vs cold karma as only mechanism seemed always lacking in older

models taught by Eastern mustias ngurus i think Mr. Schwarz adds a valuable contribution to

spiritual conundrums of buddhism and hinduism thar mostly focused on karma as the driving

force for life events but soulcontexts preplanning is elegant n seems obvious to ring of truths

when you read his explanations of real life examples of people in rare situations only work well

w preplanned type of notion in the script of “destiny” that’s improv and hard coded both - thx

Mr. Schwarz for great bold’BP from MA!”

Tim L., “Self Love. Very interesting view as to how we must love ourselves first before we can

love others and evolve our spirits during our earth experience and move on.”

sunnycarmen, “Important information everyone should internalize!. An amazing follow up

addressing more soul lessons! I've expanded my knowledge & learning. I thought I healed

from a lesson in the last book...then here are more lessons ( that for me) related to that

particular situation. I fell like a weight has been lifted! Thank you for getting this information out

& thank you spirit for leading me to it! I am eternally grateful!!!”

Michael G. Scammon, “A New Religen. I read two of the three books written, Your Soul's Plan

and Your Soul's Love, Robert Schwartz does a good job showing use how we preplan our life

on earth. He shows us we are here to work on karmic lessons created in early past lives. The

books are well written and easy to read. I feel there is still something still missing with these

books. It does not explain what happens to those people who are worshipping satin. His books

are feel good books that are telling use that bad actors and eve people using their free will

does not come at a cost to them in the spirit plan. When they get there its all lovely, we all love

each other equally. It is clear the Author has never read the Bible. Because I have read and

studied the Bible, I see a problem with Pamela Kribble channeling of Jeshua (Jesus) speaking

in his last book. I do not believe that this is the same "Jesus" in the Bible. Yes, his Hebrew



name is Jeshua. I confirmed this in a Edgar Cayce's reading #2067. I recommend all who read

these books also read the Bible and Edgar Cayce.”

Janeann, “Our soul's journey towards love and healing. It is extremely comforting to find out

that many of our experiences and challenges in life were planned by us and others before we

were born. Robert Schwartz examines the romantic choices we make through the stories of

some individuals and then expanded upon by mediums and channels. A deeply healing and

satisfying book giving answers to many  questions.”

Penny B, “Accurate. I have seen my soul making contracts with other souls. This book

confirmed exactly what I have personally seen. As such if anyone is wondering if there is a

divine plan? This and his other book (which I did find repetitive tbh) may help you in

understanding how it is all worked out.”

Susan Harris, “Soul lives on. Difficult to get my head around this book. Want to believe the

content though. So much.....”

Rinky Sura, “Rob, thank you for sharing your beautiful light Ø=ÞO. This book definitely changed how I

see my beautiful blessed journey!!!”

Anushree Majumdar, “Life Changing Book. Answers to various big questions of life related to

relationship and single life.It is a true treasure that gives us strength to face any challenge

because we planned it for our higher good.”

The book by Robert Schwartz has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 219 people have provided feedback.
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